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Abstract 

We demonstrate that a novel birefringence compensation technique can reduce 
the polarization dependence of AlGaAs directional coupler wavelength filters operating 
at h = 773 nm. 
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.WDM systems are creating demand for wavelength demultiplexers to extract a 
single wavelength channel from a stream of multi-wavelength data. A popular filter 
design employs an asymmetric directional coupler, either with or without a grating 
inserted between two coupled waveguides (fig. 1).[1-51. This device selects a single 
wavelength channel, determined by the phase matching condition for the two coupled 
waveguides. Several such filters have been demonstrated using vertical couplers on 111- 
V semiconductors, because this approach enables precise control of waveguide 
thicknesses and indices as well as monolithic integration.[2-51 Recently, integration of. 
these filters with photodetectors and/or optical amplifiers [6-81 was demonstrated for 
receiver applications. A major obstacle to using such chips is the polarization sensitivity 
of the asymmetric coupler. Polarization-dependent shifts in filter wavelength Ah0 
exceed the filter bandwidth,[2-61 resulting in extreme polarization sensitivity MO =30nm 
incompatible with conventional single-mode fiber communications. The only reported 
polarization-insensitive device of this type[9] employs a doubly-periodic grating, and 
cannot be used in couplers without a grating. We previously proposed a birefringence 
compensation technique to eliminate polarization dependence in devices either with or 
without grating-assisted coupling, and used simulations to show that the approach 
involves fabrication tolerances.[l 01 Here we report the first exDerimenta1 demonstration 
of these devices, validating the design concept proposed in ref. [lo]. 

The polarization dependence of vertical asymmetric couplers on GaAs or InP 
results from the intrinsic waveguide birefringence, most of which occurs in the narrower 
waveguide. We replace the thicker waveguide core with a multiple quantum well 
(MQW), designed so the MQW birefringence compensates the upper guide 
birefringence$ 01 Achieving practical tolerances requires additional design strategies to 
be presented at the conference. Based on these rules, we fabricated the AlGaAs filter 
of fig. 1, in which all cladding layers are A10.5Ga0.5As, .the upper waveguide core 
consists of 0.1 pm Alo.2Gao.8As sandwiched between two 0.09pm compositionally 
graded layers, and the bottom waveguide core comprises an A I ~ . ~ G ~ ~ . ~ A s / A I ~ . ~ G ~ ~ . ~ A s  
MQW. with wekbarrier thicknesses of 158k159A (nominal). These epitaxial layers 
were grown by low-pressure MOCVD on a 2-inch GaAs wafer. The Alo.2Gao.8As 
composition was verified using room temperature photoluminescence (h-PL=722.7nm, 
AI mole fraction within k0.02). Thickness values were verified by SEM, which are shown 
in fig. 1. The principal difference between design and realized values are reduced upper 
guide thickness (0.23 vs. 0.28pm). Fabrication involved wet etching to remove the 
upper waveguide layer, followed by dry etching to define a rib guide input to the chip. 
The devices consist of an input rib waveguide using the lower (MQW) guiding layer, 
which uptapers to launch a broad beam into a 100pm wide directional coupler section. 
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Fig. 1 : Device schematic. Graded interfaces in the upper waveguide are not shown. 

Devices were tested using a tunable Tksapphire laser. The filter spectral 
resoonse. was obtained bv imaging its nearfield output o-nto a slit (fig. 2) usina a 0.65NA 

output intensity in a single waveguide vs. 

Fig. 2: Near-field pattern at device output, at I=773.4nm and TM polarization. 
The video trace is linear in optical intensity, with measured peak-to-peak separation of 1 . 7 9 ~ .  

Our filters operate near ho=773nm with the response shown in fig. 3. They 
exhibit a bandwidth =1 nm FWHM and a polarization dependence Mo=X&E~~TM from 
-1.8 to -2.1nm (fig. 3) over a 2x3 cm2 area. This result demonstrates appreciable 
reduction in polarization dependence compared to the Aho=+30nm of conventional 
devices.[2-51 In fact, the birefringence is overcompensated in our devices (AhocO, 
whereas Aho>>O for conventional devices) due to t.he residual lattice mismatch of 
AlGaAs on GaAs, which was not considered in the device design. Mismatch-induced 
strain causes piezo-optic birefringence in AIGaAs,[ll] which is calculated to cause 
AX.~=-l.5nrn for this device. Our results also show that birefringence compensation can 
work uniformly over large areas. The filter polarization dependence .Ah0 remains 
constant within M.15nm over centimeter lengths, even though the filter wavelength 
vanes by =2 nm over a lcm displacement. 
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Fig. 3: Filter response for a 3.86 mm 
long coupler. TE and TM response 
amplitudes are not drawn to the same 
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, '  Because the upper-waveguide is thinner than designed, our filter operated at 
shorter wavelengths (design value ho=830nm), which increases the mode confinement 
and thus coupler beat length. Simulations show that longer beat lengths are 
polarization-sensitive. Our devices confirm this prediction, exhibiting beat lengths of 17, 
11 mm for TE, TM polarization respectively, in close quantitative agreement with theory. 
Simulations also indicate that shorter beat lengths (below 5mm) are polarization- 
insensitive. Thus, we expect that our filter could be rendered polarization-insensitive 
within 1 dB by reducing the coupler gap layer thickness (to 4 .Opm), which would result 
in polarization-insensitive amplitude response and =5 nm filter bandwidths, 

In conclusion, we have shown that birefringence compensation can reduce the 
polarization-dependent wavelength shift in AlGaAs asymmetric directional couplers to 
=2 nm with a high degree of uniformity. Designs accounting for material strain should 
achieve =0.5nm shifts, indicating that our approach will enable polarization-insensitive 
WDM filters with bandwidths of a few nanometers. Both uniformity measurements and 
simulations[l 01 show that polarization-insensitive filter wavelengths can be achieved 
over large areas with practical tolerances. Moderate control of filter wavelength and 
coupler beat length must be exercised to achieve polarization-insensitive amplitude 
response. Our approach can also be applied to InGaAsP devices operating at longer 
wavelengths, and to grating assisted asymmetric couplers. It should thus solve the 
polarization dependence problem for a variety of commonly employed WDM channel 
filters suitable for integrated receivers. 
*This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy 
by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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